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E. P. Thornpson

Protest and srrrvive

Messages to the British Public
From the Right Hon. William Whitelaw, MP, Home Secretary:
"Mr James Pawsey asked the Home Secretary if, fufther to a reply he had given in January
on the protection for the public in time of wat, he would now take steps to advise the
public on protection that could be taken noly . . . Mr William Whitelaw, in a w tten reply,
said: 'Most houses in this country offer a reasonable degrce of protection against radioactive
fallout from nuclear explosions and protection can be substantially improved by a se es of
quite simple do-it-youlseif measures'.
(fir?er, 12 February 1980)

"

From Mr William Rodgers, MP, labour parliamentary spokesman for Defence:
"lt was the view of the previous Government that theatre nuclear modernisation was essential, and that is ourview today."
(Hansard, 24

lzn[ary 1980\

From Dr Alan Clyn, MP for Windsor and Maidenhead:

"I

welcome the decision to instal40 bases in Britain."
(Hansard, 24 Janu

ry 1980)

From Mr Stephen Ross, MP for the Isle of Wight, Liberal parliamentary spokesman
for Defence:

"l

shall mention hovercraft, which are built in the Isle of Wight. We need a large hovercraft
capable of quickly conveying tanks on to beaches, particularly in the Middle East. The
quickest solutionisto buythose for sale from Hoverlloyd, which operates between Ramsgate
and the Continent."
(Hansard, 24 l annary 1980)

From the Right Hon. James Callaghan, MP, Leader ofthe Opposition:
"We must welcome the intention of President Carter to set up a task force of 100,000 men
which could move quickly into position, if only because of the utter dependence of the
(Hansard, 28 l^nuaty 7980)

From Mr Eldon Griffiths, MP for Bury St Edmunds:
"ln the event of . demonstrations by political zealots it is better that British military
pol.ice rather than Americans should be doing thejob ofprotection."
(Hansard, 24 lanuaty 1980,

From Mr James Scott-Hopkins, Euro-MP for Hereford-Worcester:
"Releasing details to the general public of a Home Office pamphlet, Protect akd
describing \rhat to do in

Suryive,

nuclear attack \rr'ould cause unwarranted panic and be an irresponsible action. With the limited amount of spending money available, Britain should place
piority on building up its armed forces."
a

<Worcester Evefiing Neles, 19 February 1980)

l(eep lhis booklel handy
hr thc I'eople oi lnsland hy t.l'. lhonrp$n le80
Ilnrlcd in LnSland l(tr lhe a,rnpaign lor Nuchar Disarnramenl,2q Grat
Jamcs Slrcer. llrndon W(ll and rhe Bertrdd Russell Pcace Foundrtion.
hepared

B.rr,and l{ussll }louse, Canrblc Stre.t, Nolringham by lhe Rusell Pre$

From Mr W. Blake, in another place:
"Then old Nobodaddy aloft Farted & belch'd and cough'd, And said,
drawing & quartering Every bit as well as war & slaughtering'."

'I

love hanging &

This letter contains a number of very serious assertions and speculations, and I
these. We must first note that the lettir is composed of
two distinct elements, although these are so interwoven that the inattentive reader
might be confused into taking them as a single progressive argument. One element is
a speculative scenario as to future events; the other concerns the postures and
pretences appropdate in the theatre of nuclear diplomacy. We will attend now to
the first.
_ According to the scenario, the enemy - which enemy is ptainly stated to be
the Russians for as many years ahead as speculation can go _ wiil make a pre_
emptive stdke against Britain with nuclear missiles. This is not anticipated to ojcur
before 1982, since the decision that 160 or more United States ;ruise missiles
should be based on British soil was taken by NATO (without consultation with the
British parliament) on December 12. t979, at Brussels;and it wjll take about three
years before their manufacture is complete and they have been transported and
sited in this country.
Professot Howard considers that the presence of these missiles on our soil will
make it "highly possible" that this country will be the target, not for one, but
for a seies of pre-emptive stikes, at some time in 1982 or theieafter. So far from
"deterring" the Russians, he supposes that the presence of these missiles here will
provoke and draw down upon us these strikes. We may agree that his reasoning

will proceed to examine

Protest and Survive
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The following letter appeared in The Times
member of Oxford University:
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lanuary 30, 1980, from an eminent

Reviving Civil Defence

From Professor Michael lloward, FBA
Sir.

The decision to provide bases in this country for United States cruise missilesi
the future of our own "independent" strategic deterrent; the extent of our provisions for civil defence: all these have surely to be considered together as part of a
single defence posture. No evidence emerged in the course oflast Thursday's debate
(January 24) that this is being done by the present Government.
The presence of cruise missiles on British soil makes it highly possibte that this
country would b€ the target for a series of pre-emptive strikes by Soviet nissiles.
These would not necessarily be on the massive scale foreseen by Lord Nocl-Baker
in your columns of January 25. It is more likely that the Russians would hold such
massive strikes in reserye, to deter us from using our sea-based missiles as a "second
strike force" after the first Soviet warheads had hit targets in this country.
This initially limited Soviet strike would have the further objectivc. beyond
eliminating weapons in this country targeted on their own homeland, ol creating
conditions here of such political turb ulence that the use of our own nuclcl r weapons,
followed as this could be by yet heavier attacks upon us, would bcconle quite

literally "incredible".
Civil defence on a scale sufficient to give protection to a substantirl rrrrnber of
the population in the event ofsuch a "limited" nuclear strike is thus an irrd ispensable
element of deterrence. Such measures should not be covert and conccrlc(I. On the
contrary, they should be given the widest possible publicity; not only so that the
people of this country know that they will be afforded the greatest possihlc degree
of protection in the worst eventuaiity, but so that the credibility ol our entire
defence posture should not be destroyed through absence of evidcrrcc of our
capacity to endure the disagreeable consequences likely to flow from it.
In the absence of a serious civil defence policy, the Government's decision to
modernise or replace our "independent deterrent" will be no more than an cxpcnsive
bluff likety to deceive no one beyond these shores, arrd not very many pcoplc
within them.
Yours faithfully,
M.E. Howard,
Chichele Professor ofthe History of War,

All Soul's College, Oxlord.

here is soundI am less happy

with the next step in his reasoning. He does not suggest that
there will be any counter-strikes by British-based missiles against the Russians. On
the contrary, he supposes that the Russian strikes, although .,limited,,, would
succeed in "eliminating" all of these 160 cruise missiles. And that the Russians
will hold more "massive strikes" in reserve to ,,deter us from using our sea-based
missiles" against them. In the absence of adequate measures ofcivil defence, these
first "limited" strikes would create conditions of ,,political turbulence" in this
country, preventing "us" (but I am not now sure who ,,us', can be, unless the typesetter has inadvertently dropped the capitals into the lower case) from massive
nuclear retaliation. If, however, a sufficient proportion of the surviving population
were prevented from acts of "political turbulence,, by measures of civil defence,
then a proper military strategy could be pursued Uy il_a.fO, and massiye second_
stage nuclear exchanges could freely commence.
It will be seen that the purpose of civil defence is political and provisional. It is
to €nsure the necessary degree of stability in ihat short interval bitween the fint
and the second (retaliatory) nuclear strike. professor Howard does not take his
scenario any further. He does not tell us whether the ..massive strikes', of the
second stage would seal the entrances to the air-raid shelters and block up their
airducts.

*"y

.. Y"
*poljtical.

suppose, at least, that these second strikes

turbulence" to

a-

lurther civil defence. At this stage the professor
ofthe

will be effective in bringing

prompt end, and thereby in removing the necessitifo;
passes

over

tolhe

considerati.on

of mendacity to be exercised in our current defence ..posture,,,
and we will consider that element in his argument later on.
corr_ect degree

Now, as to the scenario, we will commence by noting that Prolessor Howard, in
a letter to The Times whose intent is to advocate much greater expenditure and
publicity on civil defence, does not, in any single clause, indicate any detail of
what such defence might consist in, nor how effective it might be. His terms are all
general. He wishes there to be "measures", which afford "the greatest possible
degree of protection", and "evidence" of "our capacity to endure the disagreeable
consequences likety to flow from" our present military and diplomatic strategies.
But he does not indicate what measures might be possible, nor does he even explain
what could be "disagreeable" about the expected event.
Professor Howard is perhaps himself a little uneasy on this count. For he reassurcs us that these pre"emptive strikes by Russian missiles "would not necessarily
be on the massive scale foreseen by l-ord NoelBaker in your columns of January
25". He wishes us to suppose that this "series of strikes", which "eliminate" the
160 cruise missiles scattered on our soil, are to be, as these things go, a mild and
local affair.
I have therefore consulted the letter from Philip Noel-Baker h The Times of
January 25. I-ord Noel-Baker is the recipient ofthe Nobel Peace Prize for his work
for international conciliation over very many years. We may take it that he keeps
himself well-informed. tn his letter he notes that "many voices are being raised in
the United States, Britain and elsewhere to argue that nuclear wars could be fought
without total disaster; some even suggest that nuclear war could be won". He then
goes on to detail the findings of Mr Val Peterson, who was appointcd United States
Civil Defence Administrator twenty-five years ago, and who organised many exercises, national. regional and local, at the height of a previous Cold War.
Mr Peterson drew the following conclusions from his successive exercises. ln
1954 the national exercise was estimated to have had a yield of twenty'two miilions
of casualties, of whom seven millions would have been dead. ln 1956 fifty-six
millions, or one-third of the population of the United States, were presumed as
casualties. In 1957:

"If the whote 170 million Americans has Air Raid Shelters, at leasl 50 pcr cent ofthem
would die in a surprise enemy attack. In the last analysis, there is no sucll thrng ds a nation
being prepared for a thcrmonuclear war."
From evidence of this order [ord Noel-Baker concludes:
use of nuclear weapons will escalate into a general war . . . Thcrc is r(r (lclcnce against
nuclear warfare will dcstroy civilisation. and Pcrhrils c\lcrminate
such rpeapons; and .
mankind. To hope for salvation from Civil Defence is a dangelous selt{oluding piPc dream."

"Any

do not know whether Professor Howard is a pipe-smoker or not. llut he has
at least taken care to cover hinrself against this argument. The serics ol strikes
envisaged in his scenario "would not necessarily be on the massive scale" which
Lord Noel-Baker foresees. What he foresees is possible (we should notc). and

I

perhaps even probable, but not "necessarily" so. That is a large relief. But, thcrl, on
what scale are we to suppose that a more "limited" attack miSht be? If we are to be
futurist authorities on war. or even historians ofwar, then we should be exact as to
weaponry and as to its effects.

"When radiological conditions permitted movement. district and borough
London controllers should assume that one of the priority tasks for their
staff, in areas where survivors were to continue residing, would be to collect
and cremate or inter human remains in mass grayes.
"Once the initial clearance of cotpses has been completed, there would
be still a problem of several weeks. and perhaps months, of an above average
rate of dying from disease and radiation effects. Nevertheless. a return to the

pre-attack formalities should be the obiective in the longer term,,,

Hone Office circular No.ES 8/1976, issued on a .,need to know.,
basis to chief executives

of Councils.

There is a good deal oftalk around today, from "defence correspondents", military
strategists and the like, which leads us to suppose that the military, on both sides of
the world, are capable of delivering very small nuclear packs, with the greatest
accuracy and with no lethal consequences outside the target area. Professor Howard's
scenario is evidently supported by some such assumptions: the Russians are to
"eliminate" 160 cruise missiles, but only local damage will be done.
Now there are two points here which require examination. The first concerns the
known power and probable effects of these weapons. The second concerns the
strategic assumptions of those "experts" who suppose that any nuclear war could
be limited in this way. We will now turn to the first.
It will not have passed Professor Howard's notice that there appeared in Tre
Times, nine days before his own letter, a major article ("The Deterrent lllusion",
January 2l) by l,ord Zuckerman. The author was the Government's chief scientific
advisor from 1964 lo 1971, and, in addition to drawing upon his own extensive
expedence, he also draws,

in this article, upon that of eminent United

States

scientists and advisors.

l,ord Zuckerman's testimony (which shoutd be read in full) is whoily dismissive
of the notion of a "limited" nuclear strike, confined to military targets only:

"It

is still inevitable that were military installations rather than cities to become the objectives of nuclear attack, millions, even tens of millions, of civilians would be killed, whatever
the proportion of missile sites, airfields, armament plants, ports, and so on that would be

destroyed-"

And he explains that strategists, in calculating the estimated effects of

missile

strikes, employ the acronym CEP (Circular Error Probable) for the radius of a circle
within which 50 per cent of strikes would fa1l.
Thus we have to deal with two facto6: the 50 per cent of missiles which fall
within the CEP, and the 50 per cent which fall without and which "would not
necessarily be distributed according to standard laws of probability". l,ord
Zuckerman does not tell us the presumed CEP for a "limited" strike aimed at
a single missile base, and this is perhaps an ofhcial secret. But in the debate that
was eventually held in the Commons (Hanwrl, 24 January) a/ter NATO's decision

to

base cruise missiles here, statements were made which enable an impression to
be offered.
I must first explain that the strategy of nuclear warfare has now become a highly
specialised field of study, which has developed its own arcane vocabulary, together
with a long list of acronyms: CEP, MIRV (multipte independently-targetted reentry yehicle), ICBM (inter-continental ballistic missile), ECCM (electronic countercounter measures), MEASL (Marconi-Elliott Avionics Systems), and, as the plum
of them atl, MAD (mutual assured destruction).
In this vocabulary nuclear weapons are sub-divided into several categories:
strategic the inter-continental missiles of immense range and inconceivable

in supposing the Russians will employ their own "theatre" weapons
or Backfire bombers) in a pre-emptive st ke upon our cruise missile

scenario,

(SS-20

("theatre")

bases.

destructive power, which may be submarine-launched or sited in silos and on
tracks behind the Urals or in the Nevada desett. theatre (long, middle or shortrange), which may be bombs or missiles, carried on aircraft or permanently sited,
or moved around at sea or on land on mobile launch platforms: arrd tactical.
Sometimes NATO strategists refer to "theatre" weapons as "tactical" ones, and
sometimes they are referrlng to smaller battlefield nuclear (and neutron) deyices
land-mines, artillery shells, etc., which could be mixed in with "conyentional
weapons".
These several degrees of weaponry form "a chain of deterrence". Mr Pym, the
Defence Secretary, spoke in the House of Commons on January 24 of "an interlocking system of comprehensive deterrence . . . a clear chain of terrible risk", with
the pistol and the grenade at one end and the MX missile at the other.
It is generally agreed that "the West" has the advantage in srraregrc weapons,
although this fact has been concealed from the Western public in recent months in
order to direct attention to long and medium-rat\ge theatre weapons, where it is
said that the Soyiet Union has recently attained an advantage by replacing the
SS4 and SS-5 missiles with the very deadly SS-20, and by introducing the Backfire

bomber.

It

is to meet this "threat" to parity in the middle

linl ol

the chain that

cruise missiles are to be introduced by NATO all over Western Europe.
On December 3, 1979, Mr David Fairhall, the Guardian's delence correspondent
and a very zealous apologist for NATO, published a map (reproducctl on page 7)
which illustrates how NATO apologists perceive the European "bulance". lt will be
seen from this map that the Soviet threat is yery se ous, since it is marked in heavy
dotted lines and thick arrow-heads, whereas NATO's response is dclicatcly etched.
It will also be seen that NATO's existing, pre-modern weaponry (the Pershing I,
the F III and the Vulcan) is pitiful, and will not even be able to destroy Rome or
Naples, nor any part of Greece. So that if it were not for the submarine-launched
ballistic missiles (Polaris and Trident), NATO would be reduced in a nuclear war to
stinging itself, like a scorpion, to death.
Either NATO or the map is pretty silly, or both. The point, however, is that
present strategic thinking supposesa "limited" nuclearwar, with "theatre" weapons.
This limited war will be localised to a small area from the Urals to the Western coast
of Ireland. In this scenario, "strategic" weapons (ICBMS and the like) will be held
back for a "second strike". so that neither Siberia nor the North American continent will be under any imrnediate threat. Professor Howard has adopted this

tlith gtuteful acknoi,ledgements to The Cuatdian.

lft us now examine this scenario more exactly. Sir Frederic Bennett (Torbay)
affirmed in the Commons debate on January 24 that the warheads ofthese Russian
theatre missiles "have at least the destructive capacity of the bombs dropped
on Nagasaki and Hiroshima", although Mr Churchill (Stretford) had different
information: "By today's standards Hiroshima's bomb was a puny and miserable
weapon" and (he said) each SS-20 missile carried a pack equivalent to 100 Hiroshima
b

omb s.

It will be seen that two well-informed Conseryative spokesmen differed in their
information by a factor of one hundred. This is a trivial disagreement (since both
are agreed that these missiles are capable of very great destruction). But it serves
to illustrate the fact that, when we come to hard information, the air is very much
fouled up today.

The reasons for this are easy to identity, but they illuminate a part of the
problem, so we will digress to explain them. First, it is axiomatic that each military
bloc has an interest in misleading the other, and this is done both by concealing
information and by deliberately spreading disinformation.
In general, each bloc is at pains to deny and conceal its own areas of greatest

military strength, and to advertise a pretence to strength in

areas where

it

is weak.

The intelligence agencies which report on each other's resources are themselves an
interest-group, with high ideological motivation, and on occasion they deliberately
manufacture alarmist reports.
I"ord Zuckerman gives evidence as to the steady flow of "phoney intelligence"
and "far-fetched" predictions as to Soyiet military power which have influenced
United States planning over the past twenty years. There is no reason to suppose
that this fouling-up of information takes place only in Western capitals.
The name of the game, on both sides, is mendacity. Indeed, "deterrence" might
itself be defined as the biggest and most expensive Lie in history; and it was, in
effect, defined in this way by our Defence Secretary, Mr fum, in the debate on
lanuary 24: "Deterrence is primarily about whai the other side thinks, not what we
may think".
The debate on that day was the

first to be held in parliament on the subject
nuclear weapons for fifteen years, and it lasted for about 5% hours. It was
distinguished throughout by ihe paucity of hard information, although it should
be said that Mr fom imparted some new information, and more than had come at
any time from the preyious administration.
Mr fom announced the near-completion of the "Chevaline" programme to
"modemise" the warhead of our Polaris missiles a prograrnme costing 91,000
millions, which had been carried out in the deepest secrecy, and without the
knowledge of the full Cabinet, and in defiance of official [.abour policy, on the
authority of Mr Callaghan and two or three ofhis particular friends.
Thus the House was given this information a//er the decision had been taken, the
money had been spent, and the work had been done. I do not know how JI,000
millions was tucked away in a crease in the estirnates and hidden from view (iust as
the many millions expended on internal secudty services, telephone-tapping, etc.,
are hidden from view), but it suggests that the level of official mendacity is today
very high indeed.
In any case, let us be fair, Mr Sm did give the House this information, and we
may suppose that he did so in order to embarrass Mr Callaghan, Mr Fred Mulley,
Mr Healey and Mr David Owen (the co-partners in this expensiye deception), and to
reduc€ them to silence or assent on other matters of nuclear weapon "modern-

of

isation" in the ensuing debate.
In this he succeeded very well. (We may suppose that he held other, "secondstrike", secret material back as a further deterrent.) But apart from this malicious
little political detonation, the yield of new information in the debate was low.
The House was not informed where the cruise missiles are to be sited, nor, most
importantly, whether the British Government will have any effective control over
their operation and launching. But this is another matter.
The second reason why the air is fouled-up is that the military and security elites
in both blocs, and their politiaal servitors, cannot pursue their expensive and
dangerous policies without continually terrifying the populations of their own
countries with sensational accounts of the war preparations of the other bloc.
To be sure, the plain facts are terrifying enough without any embroidery. But it

is necessary to persuade the native populations that the other side is stealing a lead
in order to justify even greater preparations and expenditure at home.
This is as necessary in the Soviet Union as it is in the West, despite the absence
of any open public debate over there on the issues. For the Soviet military budget is
very heaq/, and this entails the continual postponement and disappointment of
people's expectations as to improving services and goods. In particular, a quite
disproportionate concentration of the Ilation's most advanced scientific and tech_
nological skills takes place in the military sector as it does, increasingly, eyen in
this country. The threat from the West, whether it exists or not (and in Soviet
perception it certainly does), has become a necessary legitimation for the power of
the ruling elites, an excuse for their many economic and social failures, and an
argument to isolate and silence critics within their own borders.
In the West we have "open debate", although it is contained by all-party,,con,
sensus" and is not permitted to intrude in any sharp way into our major metlia. I
have discussed elsewhere (ly'ew Statesrnan, December 1s79.) the ways in which

this is carefully controlled by the preparation and selective release of .,official
information".
An interesting example of this manipulation came out towards the end of
the^ Commons debate. [n responding, Mr Barney Hayhoe, the Under-secretary for
Defence, sought to allay fears expressed by the patdotic Mr peter Shore (labour,s
shadow Foreign Secretary) that the NATO programme of missile ..modernisation,,
might

_not

replied:

be Large enouSt to keep up with Soviet missile programmes. Mr Hayhoe

"The United States is ptanning to introduce cruise missiles, caried on B 52 bombers, for the

strategic role. It is planning an armoury of 2,000 or 3,000 missiles . . . forming only one part
a huge strategic triad alongside ICBMS and submarine-launched ballistic missfles, and all
due to enter se ice in two or three years' time."

of

This programme is to be rn addition to the existing United States ,.strategic,,
resources (which are generally agreed to be already in excess of Russia,s, and which
have always been so).
Now I am not an expert in these matters, and I do not usually follow the specialist
pJess. But in the past three months, and especially in the weeks preceding the
NATO decision of December 12, I followed the general press with cire. I have on
my desk now a thick file of clippings from the defence correspondents of the more
serious daily, weekly and Sunday papers. Yet this is the first mention I have met
with of these mther substantial United States plans, which are to be added to
NATO's little provision.

"The Alliance should plan to maintain an adequate conventional defence
as long as necessary to negotiate an acceptable peace. lf not successful in
achieving its aims with conventional forces, NATO will employ nuclear
weapons as necessary."

Docunent (NATO'secret') DPC/D/74/3O, Appendix B, ltem t.

The entire "debate" in Britain was conducted in the press and television on the
basis of letting the people belieye that there was a massive build-up of Soviet SS-20s
and Backfire bombers, all aimed at "NATO" (but with the United States, the

dominant power in NATO, removed from the equation), and that NATO's programme of nuclear weapon "modernisation" was a tardy and inadequate response
to this. Nothing at all was mentioned, in the general press, as to this little addition
to the Westem sum ("2p00 or 3,000 missiles") as part of "a huge strategic triad".
In fact, NATO's "modernisation" programme, taken together with that of the
United States, was or,e of merwce. lt was certainly perceived by Soyiet leaders as
menacing. This perception hardened, on December 12, when NATO endorsed the
full programme at Brussels. In response, the hard arguments and the hard men had
their way amongst the Soyiet leadership, and, two weeks later, the Soviet intervention in Afghanistan took place. It is a textbook case of the reciprocal logic of
the Cold War.
I am not suggesting that Russian missiles are not multiplying, nor that they are
not menacing to us. They are both. My point has been to illustrate the logic of
"deterrence"; and to emphasise that the whole basis of our information is corrupt,
and that every official statement, on both sides, is either an official lie or a statement with direct propagandist intent which conceals as much as it reveals.
As to the actual facts of the "nuclear balance", objective research by such bodies
as the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute give rise to conclusions
more complex than anything that we have been offered in our press or on our
screens. Thus, in one count ofstrategic weapons, by individual bombers and missiles,
the Sovi€t Union appears to be a little ahead of the United States; whereas by a
different count of actual warheads (for the US Poseidon missile carries an average
of ten warheads, each capable of being independentty targeted) the United States
appears as having twice as many weapons (8,870 to 3,810) as Russia. This is, of
course, before "modemisation". The available information has been examined with
care by Dan Smith in The Defence of the Realm in the 1980s (Croont Helm, 1980),
and his fourth chapter, "Of Numbers and Nukes", is essential reading. Please get

it, and

read

it.

We are now in a position to conclude this digression, and

to return to Lrd

Zuckerman and to Professor Howard.

Lord Zuckerman has shown that we must take into account two variables when
considering the effect ofthe "series o f pre-emptive strikes" which Prolessor Howard
envisages as being drawn upon us by cruise missile bases: the 50 per cent of missiles
falling within the CEP, and those falling without.
We have seen that the SS-20 is the "theatre" missile which we must expect to
strike Britain, and that the lowest estimate of its destructive capacity is ,,at least,'
that of the bomb dropped upon Hiroshima. This bomb (Mr Churchill renrinded the
House) caused the death o f 100,000 persons within hours, and of a further I 00,000
who have died subsequently, in the main from radiologically-retated diseases.
I do not know the CEP ofa missile ofthis very small yield. I would guess that if
it was buffeted about and wobbled a little and if the aiming and homing devices
10

were a trifle inexact (as Soviet electronic technotogy is reputed to be) _ then it
could miss the target by several miles. The meditated stratigy of both sides is to
send, not one accurate missile at each target, but missiles i[ clutches of thirty or

forty.

These stdkes would be made against the major bases from which these missiles
are deployed. Curently, Lakenheath and Upper Heyford are being mentioned as
these. Upper Heyford is less than fifteen miles as the crow or the SS-20 flies from
the centre of Oxford city, and lakenheath is, by crow or cruise, just over twenty
miles from Cambfidge. It is possible that Cambridge but less probible that Oxfori
will fall outside the CEP. Within the CEP we must suppose some fifteen or twenty
detonations at least on the scale of Hiroshima, without taking into account any
possible detonations, release of radio-active mate als, etc., ii the strike shoukl
succeed in finding out the cruise missiles at which it was aimed.
This is to suppose that the Soviet strike is homing onto clearly-delined and
immobile targets. Now this rnatter is unclear, since we have been told a number
of contradictory things by defence .,experts,', some of which are perhaps disinformation (to set the public mind at rest) but most of which are whljttings ln the
dark, since United States military personnel will take the decisions in their own
good time.
We havr been told that they will all be housed at Upper Heyford and laken.heath,
and will be moved out to launching positions in timei of emergency, perhaps
on mobile
*iU U"
_transporters carying four at a time. We have been told thit tt
perrxanently sited, in six, or twelve, or forty different stations. The latest "y
statement
to come
hand is from Mr fom, and was given, not to the House of Commons,
-to TV phone-in programme:
but on a BBC

"I think you will find that thete may be a certain spread ofthese weapons, but no alecision
is yet taken .
Because they would be scattered it would be an impossible task in the
foreseeable future for the Russians to knock them out. This is paJt oi the medt of
these
particular weapons." ( Cathbridge h)ening News, 6 February 19g0j
The poor fellow was really saying that he does not know, and he is waiting for
an American officer to tell him. He added that:
"From the point of view of siting the cruise missiles I don't think it makes a great deal of
difference. It is teally a security and defence and stmtegic consialetation, and ofcoune one
must take public opinion into account as fat as one p,cssibly can.,,

. This is a politician's way of saying that the military will take the decision, and
that public opinion will be disregarded. Three weeks before this Mr fom gave a
s_omeytat more honest reply to questions from the Member for Swindo; (Mr
David Stoddart) who had discovered that Creeniam Common, near Newbury
(Berks)-and Fairford (Glos.) are being considered by US militaiy as convenient
places for little batches of missiles: ,.I urge the Secretary of Staie to keep
these
updated nuclear weapons well away from Swindon,,. Mr pym responded thus:

'Th€ siting of these weapons i.r no way affects the vulnerability or otherwise of a par_
ticular place. It is a mistake for anyone to think that the siting oi a weapon in a particular
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place . . . makes it more or less vulnerable. We are all vulnemble in the horrifying event of
holocaust." (llansald, 15 January 1980)

a

I do not know whether the citizens of Swindon find this reassuring or not. Mr
Pym was saying that he thinks that the Americans will decide to "spread" and
"scatter" these weaponsr so that the enemy will have to spread and scatter his
strike over a very much larger area in order to have any hopes of "eliminating"
them. If the Russians really want to find the cruise missiles out, then there will be
CEPS dotted all across southern, central and eastern England. There is nothing very
special being prepared by NATO for Oxford, Swindon and Camb dge: Luton,
Sheerness and Soutlampton will be just as "vu1nerable", and there is no way of
describing a series of nuclear stdkes against cruise missiles except as "a holocaust".
This is before we take account of l-ord Zuckerman's other vadable - the 50 per
cent of strikes which would fall outside the Circular Error Probable. These will be
missiles whose navlgational or homing devices are inaccurate or which, perhaps,
are brought down on their path. It would be over-optimistic to suppose that every
one of these would fall on Salisbury Plain or on that barren patch ofthe Pennines
around Blackstofle Edge. I have taken a ruler to a map of Europe, and I cannot see
any way in which an SS-20 despatched from Russia could home in on Newbury or
Fairford without passing directly over central [-ondon.
If by misadventure a strike outside the CEP felt on a major city the dama8e
would be considerable. l,ord Louis Mountbatten told an audience in Strasbourg in
May 1979 that "one or two nuclear strikes on this great city . . . with what today
would be regarded as relatively low yield weapons would utterly destroy all that we
see around us and immediately kill half of its population". And l-ord Zuckerman
adds that "a single one-megaton bomb" and the warhead of the SS-20 is said to
be 1% megatons "could erase the heart of any great city - say, Birmingham and kill instantly a third of its citizens".
There is no room in this island to "scatter" missiles without bringing multitudes
into mortal danger, and there is no room to "search" without inflicting a holocaust.
As l-ord Zuckerman has said:

potential for "political turbulence" of those surviving the first stdke, in order to
enable "us" to pass over to a second and more fearsome stage of nuclear warfare.
lt is Professor Howard's merit that he states this sequence honestly, as a realist, and
even allows that the consequences will be disagreeable.
We are still entitled, however, to enquire more strictly as to what measures
would be oa a scale sufficient, what proportion ofthe population might constitute
a substantial numbeL and what may be indicated by the word distgreeable.
It is not as if nuclear weapons are a completely unknown quantity, which have
only been tested in deserts and on uninhabited islands. They have been tested upon
persons also, in 1945, at Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and to some effect. These effects

have been studied

with care; and the beneficiaries of this sudden donation of

advanced techlology were so much struck by the disagreeable consequences that
they have continued to monitor its effects to the present day.
One remarkable consequence of those two detonations is that the surviyors in
those two cities, and the descendants of the sufferers, were transformed into
advocates, not of revenge, but of intemational understanding and peace. To this
day work for peace is regarded as a civic duty, and the mayors of Nagasaki and
Hiroshima regard this work as the pdncipal obligation of their office.
For example, in 19'7'1 at lnternational Symposium on the Damage and After-

According to this, the "initiatly timited Soviet strike" might, in the absence of
civil defence precautions, create conditions of "political turbulence" which would
prevent "us" from using our own nuclear weapons in retaliation. This would be
regrettable, since it would inhibit the escalation from "tactical" or "theatre" to
"second-strike", sea-based nuclear war. But he envisages civil defence measures "on
a scale sufficient to give protection to a substantial number of the population",
enabling this number to endure the "disagreeable consequences" which would ensue,
The object of civil defence, then, is not so much to save liyes as to reduce the

of the bombing of these two cities was inaugurated, and a number of
reports of this work are now in translation. I have read condensations of these, as
well as other materials from Nagasaki.
It had been my intention to condense this material still further, and to remind
readers of the effects of the first atomic bombings. I have now decided to pass this
matter by, for two reasons. The first is that I have found the task beyond my
powers as a writer. After reading these materials, wheneyer I approached my
typewriter I was overcome by such a sense of nausea that I was forced to turn to
some other task.
The second reason is that, at some point very deep in their consciousness, readers
already know what the consequences of these weapons are. This knowledge is
transmitted to children even in their infancy, so that as they run around with their
space-weapons and death-rays they are re€nacting what happened thirty years
before they were born.
There is, however, one area of convenient forgetfulness in this inherited memory.
The moment of nuclear detonation is remembered vaguely, as a sudden instant of
light, blast and hre, in which instantly tens ofthousands oflives were quenched. It
is thought of as a stupendous but instantaneous moment of annihilation, without
pain or emotional suffering.
But this is not accurate. It is now estimated that 140,000 were killed "directly"
by the bomb on Hiroshirna, and 70p00 by that on Nagasaki, with an allowance for
error of 10,000 either way in each case. But the bombs were dropped on August
6 and 9, and the accounts lot immediate casualties were closed on December 31,
1945. This reflects the fact that a very great number of these deaths
- especially
those from burns and radioactivity - took place slowly, in the days and weeks
after the event.
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"There are no vast deserts in Europe, no endless open plains, on which to turn war-games in

which nuclear weapons arc used into reality. The distances between villagcs are no greatet
than the radius of effect of low-yield weapons of a few kilotons; between towns and cities,
say a megaton.

"

We are now at last prepared to cast a more realistic eye upon Prolessor Howard's
scenario.

Effects

Michiko Ogino, ten years old, was left in charge of his younger sisters when his
mother went out to the fields to pick eggplants. The bomb brought the house down
on them all, leaving his two-year-old sister with her legs pinned under a crossbeam:
"Mamma was bombed at noon
When getting eggplants in the field,
Short, red and cdsp her hair stood,
Tender and red her skin was all over."
So Mrs Ogino, althoughthe clotheswere bumed from her body and she had received
a fatal dose ofradiation, could still run back from the fields to succour her children.
One after another passing sailors and neighbours heaved at the beam to release the

trapped two-year-old, failed, and, bowing with Japanese courtesy, went on their
way to help othels.
"Mother was looking down at my little sister. Tiny eyes looked up from below. Mother
looked around, stuilying the way the beams wete piled up. Then she got into an opefling
under the beam, and putting her right shoulder undei a portion of it, she strained with all
her might. We heard a cracking sound and the beams were lifted a little. My little sister's legs
were fieed.
"Peeled off was the skin ovei her shoulder
That once lifted the beam off my sister.
Constant blood was spurting
From the sore flesh appearing . . ."

"My younger sisters died the next day. My mother she also died the next day. And then
my older brother died . . .
"The survivors made a pile ofwood on the playground and began to cremate the cotpses.
My brother was burned. Mother also was bumed and quickly turned to white bones which
dropped down among the live coals. I cried as I looked on the scene. Grandmother was also
watching, praying with a ros.uy . . .
"I am now in the fourth grade at Yamazato Pdmaty School. That playground of tenible
memories is now completely cleared and many friends play there happily. I play with my
friends there too, but sometimes I suddenly iemember that awiul day. When I do, I lquat
down on the spot where we semated oui mother and touch the eaJth with my fingers.
When I dig deep in the ground with a piece of bamboo, several pieces of charcoal appear.
Looking at the spot for a while, I can dimly sec my mother's image in the earth. So when I
see someone else walking on that place, it makes me yery angry."

-

I will not quote any more of the testimony of the children of Nagasaki (l,turzg
Beneath The Atomic Cloud).Whatlt rr|akes clear is that the "instant" of detonation
was protracted over days and weeks, and was full, not only of physicat misery, but

unutterable yearning and suffering.

A great river runs through Hiroshima,
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kashu, a word which ought to be intemational. Son:a. hibakashu suffer from the
direct consequences of wounds and burns, others from premature senility, others
from blindness, deafness and dumbness, others are incapable ofworking because of
nervous disorders, and many are seriously mentally deranged. Only two comforts
can be derived from the expeft Nagasaki Report: hibakushu have been distinguished
by their mutual aid, sometimes in communities of fellow-sufferers: and the genetic
effects of the bomb (which are sti1l being studied) do not as yet appear to have
been as bad as was at first apprehended.

"Radiological conditions may be expected

to

preyent any organised life-

saving operation for days or weeks following an attack. Trained health service
staff would be vital to the future and should not be wasted by allowing them
to enter areas of high contamination where casualties would, in any case, have
small chance of long"term recovery,"

Mrs Ogino died that night. Fujio Tsujimoto, who was five years old, was in the
playground of Yarnazato Primary School, Nagasaki,just before the bomb dropped.
Hearing the sound of a plane he grabbed his grandmother's hand and they were the
first into the deepest palt of the air raid shelter. The entrance to the shelter, as well
as the playground, was covered with the dying. "My brother and sisters didn't get
to the shelter in time, so they were bumt and crying. Half an hour later, my mother
appeared. She was covered with blood. She had been making lunch at home when
the bomb was dropped".

of

each year the desc€ndants set afloat on it lighted lanterns inscribed with the names
several miles the full breadth of this river is one mass of
flame.
After this we still have to consider the future tens of thousands who have died
subsequently from the after-effects ofthat day chiefly leukemia, various cancers,
and diseases of the blood and digestive organs. The sufferers are known as.IliDa-

of the family dead, and for

and

Home Office circular on the prepantion of health services
for nuclear war. ESI/1977.

We may now push this distressing matter back into our subconscious, and reconsider the possible effect of "a series of pre-emptiye stdkes", with scores of
weapons very much more powerful than those bombs, upon this island.

It is true that the inhabitants of Hiroshima and Nagasaki were very little prepared for this advanced technology, and, indeed, in Nagasaki the "All Clear" had
sounded shortly before the detonation, so that the populace had trooped out of
their conventional shelters and the women were working in the fields and the
children playing in the playgrounds when the bomb went olf.
Our own authorities might be able to manage the affair better. With greater
warning, stronger houses, and with some more effective measures of civil defence,
some lives might be saved, and perhaps even "a substantial number". Indeed, two
Conseryative MPs have calculated that effectiye measures might reduce deaths in a
nuclear war in this country from about thirty-five millions to just twenty millions,
and I will allow that fifteen millions in savings is a substantial number indeed.
Nevertheless, two comments must be made on this. The first is that the death or
mortal injury of even the small figure of twenty millions might still give rise to the
conditions of "turbulence" which Professor Howard is anxious to forestall. The
incidence of disaster would not be evenly spread across the country, with hale and
hearty survivors in all pads standing ready, with high morale, to endure the hazards
of the "second strike".
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Air Marshal Sir l-eslie Mavor, Principal ofthe Home Defence College, addressing
a civil defence seminar in 1977 said that "the main target areas would be so badly
knocked about as to be beyond effective self-help. They would have to be more or
less discounted until adjoining areas recovered suffiaiently to come to their aid".
Those parts of the country "holding no nuclear targets" might come through "more
or less undamaged by blast or fire".

when they eventually emerge (after some fourteen days) they will find the food and
water contaminated, the roads blocked, the hospitals destroyed, the livestock dead
or dying. The vice-chairman of Civil Aid, who is a realist, advises thus: "lfyou saw
a frog running about, you would have to wash it down to get rid of active dust,
cook it and eat lt"- (The Times, 14 February 1980.) And, according to Professor
Howard's scenario, people will still be living in expectation of 'ret heavier attacks".

"Their difficulties would be caused by fall-out radiation, a large influx of refugees, survival
without external supplies offood, eneryy, raw materials . . ." (The Times, 16 January 1980)

This seems a realistic assessment. There would be some total disaster areas, from
as refugees; other intermediate areas would have energy supplies destroyed, all transport dislocated, and
persons, food and water contaminated by falt-out; yet others would be relatively
immune. But even in these immuns areas there would be some persons in a state of
hysterical terror, who would be ready (if they knew how) to intervene to prevent
the second stage of Professor Howard's scenario.
The second comment is that we do not yet have any realistic notion of what
might be a scale wfficient to effect substantial savings, nor what measures might
be taken. We may certainly agree with the professor that no such measures are
either planned or contemplated. The defence correspondent of The Times, Mt Petet
Evans, in an illuminating survey in January, discovered that measures have been
taken to ensure the suryival of the high personnel of the State. This has long been
evident. There will be bunkers deep under the Chilterns for senior politicians, civil
servants and military, and deep hidey holes for regional centres of military government. That is very comforting.
The population of this country, however, will not be invited to these bunkers,
and it is an Official Secret to say where they are. The population will be issued,
some three or four days before the event, with a do-it-yourself booklet (Protect
and Survive\, and be sent off to wait in their own homes. They will be advised to
go down to the ground floor or the cellar, and make a cubby-hole there with old
doors and planks, cover it with sandbags, books and healy furniture, and then creep
into these holes with food and water for 14 days, a portable radio, a portable
latrine, and, of course, a tin-opener.
I have for long wondered why sociologists and demographers keep writing about
"the nuclear family", but now it is all at length set down and explained, and there
is even a picture in illustration of the term (see page 1 7).
Now this might save some lives, but it will also make for an unhappy end to
others. For the principal eflects of nuclear weapons are very intense heat, blast
and radio-active emissions. Within a certain distance of the centre of the detonation
all houses, cars, clothes, the hair on dogs, cats and persons, and so on, will spontaneously ignite, while at the same time the blast will bring the houses tumbling
down about the cubby-holes. W€ must envisage many thousands of nuclear families
listening to Mr Robin Day's consensual homilies on their portable radios as they are
burned, crushed or suffocated to death.
Those outside this radius might be afforded a little temporary protection. But

the margins of which the wounded and dying would flee

l
I

The Nuclear Fdmily
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we are to learn from the experience ofthe people ofNagasaki and Hiroshima,
I think it is, after all, unlikely that many survivors will be devoting their
energies to "political turbulence", since, unless they know the entrances to the
govemmental deep bunkers, they will have nothing to turbul against. Most will be
wandering here and there in a desperate attempt to find lost children, parents,
neighbours, friends. A lew of the most collected will succour the dying and dig
among the ruins for the injured.
Tlre measures outlined in Prolec, and Suryive do not seem to me to be ot a scale
sufficient to reduce the consequences of a nuclear strike to the compass of a small
word like "disagreeable". It is possible to imagine measures on a greater scale. The
evacuation of whole cities, as is planned in the USA and perhaps in the Soviet
Union, is inopenble here because this island is too small. But one might imagine
the excavation of vast subterranean systems beneath our towns - and perhaps
beneath All Soul's complete with stored lood and water, generating systems, air-

then

purifying systems, etc.
This might saye a substantisl number of lives, although one is uncertain what it
would save them for, since above ground no workplaces, uncontaminated crops
or stock would be lelt. The logic of this development, then, will be to remove these
1

I

activities underground also, with subterranean cattle-stalls, granaries, bakeries, and
munitions works.
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It is certainly possible that, if civilisation survives and continues on its present
trajectory until the mid-twenty-first century, then the "advanced" societies will
have become troglodyte in some such fashion. But it would not be advisable to
suppose that our descendants will have then at length have attained to "security",
in the simultaneous realisation of the ultimate in "deterrence" with the ultimate in
"defence". For the military will by then have taken further steps in technology.
Neutron weapons and Earth Penetrators aheady exist, which can drive death
underground. All this will be perfected, "modernised", and refined. There will be
immense thermonuclear charges capable of concussing a whole underground city.
And, in any case, by the time that humanity becomes troglodyte, it will then have
been already defeated. "Civilisation" wi[[ then be an archaic term, which children
can no longer construe.

will now tum to the second assumption which underpins Professor Howard's
arguments. This concems "tactical" or "theatre" nuclear war.
The professor supposes a "theatre" war confifled to Europe, which does not
escalate to confrontation between the two superpowers. We will not chide him too
much on tJris witless supposition, since it ls now commonplace in the strategic
thinking of both blocs. Indeed, it is commonplace not only as idea but also as fact,
since immense sums are spent on both sides to match each other's weapons at
"tactical" and "theatre" levels.
We have seen that poor Mr fom (who is still waiting to be told by an American
officer what to do) is quite as simple on this matter as Professor Howard- Both
suppose a "chain of deterrence", according to which war may not only start at any
We

level but

it

rnay be confined

to that level, since at any point there is a further

fearsome threshold of "deterrence" ahead.
This is not the same as the proposal that local or regional wars with nuclear
weapons may take place. That is a reasonable proposal. If the prolileration of these
weapons continues, it is possible that we will see such wars: as between Israel and
Arab states, or South Africa and an alliance of African states. Whether such wars
lead on to confrontation between the superpowers will depend, not upon the logic
ofweaponry, but on further diplomatic and political considerations.
This proposition is different. It is that nuclear wars between the two great
opposed powers and their allies could be confined to this or that level. This is a silly
notion at first sight; and, after tedious and complex arguments have been gone
through, it emerges as equally silly at the end. For while it might very well be in
lhe interests of either the USA or the USSR to confine a war to Europe, or to the
Persian gulf, and to prevent it from passing into an ultimate confrontation, we are
not dealing here with rational behaviour.
Once "theatre" nuclear war commences, immense passions, indeed hysterias,
will be aroused. After even the first strikes of such a war, communications and
conunand posts will be so much snarled up that any notion of rational planning will

give way to panic. Ideology will at once take over from self-interest. Above all, it
will be manifest that the only one of the two great powers likely to come out of the
contest as "victor" must be the one which hurls its ballistic weapons first, furthest
18

and

fastest

and preferably before the weapons of the other have had time to

lift o ff.
This was the commonsense

message

which Lord Louis Mountbatten, shortly

before he was murdered, conveyed to the Stockholm International Peace Research
Institute (SIPRI) at a meeting in Strasbourg. He referred to the introduction of

"tactical" or "theatre" weapons:
"The belief was that were hostilities ever to break out in Western Europe, such weapons
could be used in field warfare without triggering an all-out nuclear exchange leading to the
Iinal holocaust.

"[ have never found this idea credible- I have never been able to accept the reasons for
the belief that any class of nuclear weapons can be categorised in terms of their tactical or
strategicpurPoses...
"In the event of a nuclear war there will be no chances, therc will be no survivors - all
wlll be obliterated. I am not asserting this without having deeply thought about the matter.
When I was Chief of the Bdtish Defence Staff I made my views known . . . I repeat in all
sincerity as a military man I can see no use for any nucleal weapons which would not end io
escalation, with consequences that no one can conceive."
The same firm judgement was expressed by l,ord Zuckerman in The Times
on January 21: "Nor was I ever able to see any military reality in what is now
referred to

as

theatre or tactical warfare":

"The men in the nuclear laboratories of both sides have succeeded in creating a world with
an trational foundation, on which a new set of political realities has in turn had to be built.
They have become the alchemists of our times, working in secret ways which cannot be
divulged, casting spetls which embrace us all."

Professor Howard takes his stand on these irrational foundatiofls, and practices
alchemy in his own right. The spells which he casts on the public mind are presented
as "civil defence". He calls for measures (unnamed) which must be "given the
widest possible publicity", in order to ensure "the credibility of our entire defence
posture", a posture which might otherwise be seen to be "no more than an expensive

bluff".
The professor supposes that h€ is a tough realist, who is drawing conclusions
which others, including politicians, are too timorous to draw in public. If we spend
thousands of millions of pounds upon nuclear weapons, then we either intend to
use them or we do not. If we intend to use them, then we must intend to receiye
th€m also.

But, as he knows, there are no practicable civil defence measures which could
have more than a marginal effect. He is therefore t€lling us that "we" must replace
one expensive btuff by a bluff even more expensive; or he is telling us that "we"
have decided that we are ready to accept the obliteration ofthe material resources
and inhedtance of this island, and of some half of its inhabitants, in order to fulther
the strategies of NATO.
These are two distinct propositions, and it is time that they were broken into
two parts. For a long time the second proposition has been hidden within the
mendacious vocabulary of "deterrence"; and behind these veils of "posture",
"credibility" and "bluff" it has waxed fat and now has come of age.
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The fust proposition is that nuclear weapons are capable of inflicting such
"unacceptable damage" on both parties

to an exchang€ that mutual fear ensures

peace. The second is that each party is actually preparing for nuclear war, and is
ceaselessly searching for some ultimate weapon or tactical/strategic point ofadvantage which would assure its victory. We have lived uneasily with the first proposition
for many years. We are now looking directly into the second proposition's eyes.
"Deterrence" has plausibility. It has "worked" for thirty years, if not in Vietnam, Czechoslovakia, the Middle East, Africa, Cambodia, the Dominican Republic,
Afghanistan, then in the central fracture between the superpowers which runs
across Europe. It may have inhibited, in Europe, major "conventional" war.
But it has not worked as a stationary state. The weapons for adequate "deterrence" already existed thirty years ago, and, as the Pope reminded us in his New
Year's Message for 1980, only 200 of the 50,000 nuclear weapons now estimated
to be in existence would be enough to destroy the world's major cities. Yet we have
moved upwards to 50,000, and each year new sophistications and "modernisations"
are introduced.

"The exercise icenario foresaw and developed a declaratory policy by the
Warsaw Pact of no first nuclear use and a related NATO negation of this
policy. The Alliance was therefore able to start from the assumption that its
strategy of flexibility in response could take nuclear weapons fully into
account .
as a means to attempt war telmination and restitution of the
statusquo...

"A message sent to an enemy during hostilities with strong ultimate
features (demandinq an end to hostilities and threatening to use nuclear
weapons) should not be sent without a definite use decision by the nucleal
power astually having been taken."
Bepon of NATO WINTEX 1977 exercise, prepared by the staff
committee of the NATO Nuclear Planning Group ('secret').

The current chatter about "theatre" or "tactical" nuclear war is not a sophisti
of "deterrence"; it is directly at variance witlr
that vocabulary. For it is founded on the notion that either of the superpowers
might engage, to its own advantage, in a "limited" nuclear war which could be kept
below the threshold at which retribution would be visited on its own soil.
Thus it is thought by persons in the Pentagon that a "theatre" nuclear war
might be conlined to Europe, in which, to be sure, America's NATO allies would be
obliterated, but in which immense damage would also be inflicted upon Russia west
of the Urals, while the soil of the United States remained immune. (ln such a
scenario it is even supposed that President Carter and Mr Brezhnev would be on
the "hot line" to each other while Europe scorched, threatening ultimate intercontinental ballistic retribution, but at last making "peace".) This has been seen as
cated variant of the old vocabulary
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the way to a great "victory" for "the West", and if world-wide nuclear war seems
to be ultimately inevitable, then the sooner that can be aborted by having a little
"theatre" war the better.
The cruise missiles which are being set up all over West€rn Europe are weapons
designed for exactly such a war, and the nations which harbour them are viewed,
in this strategy, as launching platforms which are expendible in the interests of
"Westem" defence. ln a somewhat muddy passage, Mr $m assured BBC listeners

that:

"It is never envisaged that these weapons are in any sense a lesponse to a nucleal attack
from the Soviet Union which comes out of the blue. This is a lesser weapon, which would
be deployed from these bases in times of tension, not only from the United Kingdom but
throughout the other countries in Europe." (Cambidge Etening News, 6 Feb ary 1980)
Mr Pym has also confirmed to the House of Commons (Hansard,24 lantary
1980) that the cruise missiles "are to be owned and operated by the United States".
Their use must be sanctioned by the President of th€ United States on the request
of the Supreme Allied Commander of NATO, who is always an American general.
lt was for this reason that Senator Nino Pasti, formerly an Italian member of the
NATO Military Committee and Deputy Supreme Commander for NATO Nuclear
Affairs, has declared: "I have no doubt that the tactical nuclear weapons deployed
in Europe represent the worst danger for the peoples ofthe continent":

"ln plain words, the tactical nuclear weapon would be employed in the view of NATO to
limit the war to Europe. Europe is to be translormed into a'nuclear Maginot line'for the
defence of the United States."

(Sarir, July/August

19?9)

Meanwhile the United States is urgently seeking for similar platforms in the
Middle East for another small "theatre" war which might penetrate deep into the
Caucasus. And an even uglier scenario is beginning to show itself in China, where
greed for a vast arms market is tempting Western salesmen while United States
strategists hope to nudge Russia and China into war with each other a war which
would dispell another Western phobia, the demographic explosion of the East.
The idea here is to extract the West, at the last moment, from this war much
the same scenario as that which went disastrously wrong in 1939.
These little "theatre" wars (not one of which would obediently stay put in
its theatre) are now all on the drawing-boards, and in the Pentagon more than in
the Kremlin, for the simple reason that every "theatre" is adjacent to the Soviet
Union, and any "tactical" nuclear strike would penetrate deep into Russian territory.
The plans for the European "theatre" war are not only ready - the "modernised"
missiles designed for exactly such a war have been ordered, and will be delivered to
this island in 1982. And at this moment, Professor Howard makes a corresponding

politbal irtteryerLliton. L€t us see why this

is so.

Professor Howard wishes to hurry the British people across a threshold of rnental
expectation, so that they nray be prepared, not for "deterrence", but for actual
nuclear war.
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The expectations supporting the theory of deterrence are, in the final analysis,

that deterence wtll work. Deterrence is effective, because the alternative is not
only "unacceptable" or "disagreeable": it is "unthinkable".
Deterrence is a posturc, but it is the posture of MAD (mutual assured desttuction),
not of menace. It does not say, "lf we go to nuclear war we intend to win": it says,
"Do not go to war, or provoke war, because neither of us can win". ln consequence
it does not bother to meddle with anything so futile as "civil defence". If war
commences, everyttring is already [ost.

Those who haye supported the policy of deterrence have done so in the confidence that this poJicy would prevent nuclear war from taking place. They have

not contemplated the alternatiye, and have been able to avoid facing certain

ques-

tions raised by that altemative. Of these, let us notice three.
First, is nuclear war preferable to being overcome by the enemy? Is the death of
fifteen or twenty millions and the utter destruction of the country preferable to an
occupation which might offer the possibility, after some years, of resurgence and
recuperation?
Second, are we ourselves prepared to endorse the use of such weapons against
the innocent, the children and the aged, of an "enemy"?
Third, how does it happen that Britain should find herself committed to policies
which endanger the very suwival of the nation, as a result of decisions taken by a
secret committee of NATO, and then endorsed at Brussels without public discussion
or parliamentary sanction, leaving the "owning and operation" of these ,,theatre,,
weapons in the hands of the military personnel of a foreign power, a power whose
strategists have contingency plans for unleashing these missiles in a ,,theatre', war
which would not extend as far as their own homeland?
The Iirst two questions raise moral issues which it would be improper to introduce into an academic discussion. My own answer to them is "no". They are, in
any case, not new questions. The third question is, in some sense, new, and it is also
extraordinary, in the sense that even proposing the question illuminates the degree
to which the loss of our national sovereignty has become absolute, and democratic
process has been deformed in ways scarcely conceivable twenty years ago.
But Professor Howard's arguments are designed to hurry us past these questioxs
without noticing them. They are designed to carry us across a threshold from the
unthinkable (the theory of deterrence, founded upon the assumption that this
ml.lsl work) to the thinkable (the theory that nuclear war may happen, and may
be imminent, and, with cunning tactics and proper preparations, might end in

"victory").
More than this, the arguments are ofan order which permit the mind to progress
from the unthinkable to the th]tr:lkable without thinking without confronting
the arguments, their consequences or probable conclusions, and, indeed, without
knowing that any threshold has been crossed.
At each side of this threshold we are offered a policy with an identical label:
"deterrence". And both policies stink with the same mendacious rhetoric
"posture", "credibility", "blulf'. But mutual fear and self-interest predominate
on one side, and active menace and the ceaseless pursuit of "tactical" or.,theatre,,

advantage predominate on the other. Which other side we have crossed over to, and

now daily inhabit.

"Nuclear weapons must be employed . . . to convey a decisive escalation of
sufficient shock to convincingly persuade the enemy that he should make the
political decision to cease the attack and withdraw. To evidence our solidarity,
I am considering use in all regions employing both UK and US weapons using
primarily aircraft and land-based missile systems- The initial use would be
rest cted to GDR, Czechoslovakia, Poland, Romania, Hungary and Bulgaria."
Telex mesage from General Alexander Haigh, then Suprcme Allied
Commander Europe to the NATO Command, during the WINTEX

77 exercises-

Professor Howard himself has certainly thought the problem through. His letter
was a direct political intervention. He called on the British authorities to rush us all,
unthinkingly, across this thought-gap. His language his anxiety as to possible
"political turbulence", his advocacy of measures which are not "covert or concealed" reveals a direct intention to act in political ways upon the mind of the
people, in order to enforce a "posture", not ofdefence but ofmenaceiand in this it
corresponds, on a political level, with the menacing strategic decisions of NATO last
December at Brussels.
The high strategists of NATO are busy in the Pentagon and the Hague, and

Professor Howard is busy at All Soul's, but they are both working away at the
same problem. One end of the problem was clearly stated, at the height of the old
Cold War. by John Foster Dulles:

"[n

ordet to make the country bear the burden, we have to create an emotional atmosphere
akin to a war-time psychology. We must create the idea of a threat from without."

But that was when the problem was only in its infancy. For the country - that is,
,rr's country - must now not only be made to bear a burden of heavy expense,
loss of civil liberties, etc., but also the expectation, as a defilite and imminent
possibility, of actual nuclear devastation.
Hence it becomes necessary to create not only "the idea of a threat from witho ut " but also of a threat from wirl,.r?: "political turbulence". And it is necessary to
inflame these new expectations by raising voluntary defence corps, auxiliary
services, digging even deeper bunkers for the personnel of the State, distributing
Ieaflets, holding lectures in halls and churches, laying down two-weeks supplies of
emergency rations, promoting in the private sector the manufacture of Whitelaw
Shelters and radiation-proof "lmperm" blinds and patent Anti-Fall-Out pastilles
and "Breetheesy" masks, and getting the Women's Institutes to work out recipes
for broiling radio-active fiogs. And it is also necessary to supplement all this by
beating up an internal civilwar or class-war psychosis, by unmasking traitors, by
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threatening journalists under the Official Secrets Acts, by tampering with juries and
tapping telephones, and generally by closing up people's minds and mouths.
Now I do not know how far all this will work. There are tactical problems,
which those who live outside Al1 Soul's are able to see. Whitehall's reluctance to
issue every householder with a copy of Protect and Survive is eloquent testimony to
this. For there is a minority of the British people who are reluctant to be harried
across this threshold. These people have voices, and if they are denied access to the
major media, there are still little journals and democratic organisations where they
are able to speak. If the mass of the British public were to be suddenly alerted to
the situation which they are actually now in by "alarmist" leaflets and by broadcasts telling them that they have indeed every reason for alarm then the whole
operation might backfire, and give rise to a vast consensus, not lor nuclear war, but

for peace.

I suspect that, for these reasons, Professor Howard is regarded, by publicrelations.conscious persons in the Establishment, as a great patriot of NATO and an
admirable fellow, but as an inexperienced politician. The people ofthis country
have been made dull and stupid by a diet of Official Information. But they are not
all ,ha, stupid, and there is still a risk - a small risk, but not one worth taking that they might remember who they are, and become "turbulent" before the war
even got started.
I suspect that the strategy of high persons in the Cabinet Office, the security
services, and the Ministry of Defence, is rather different from that of Professor
Howard. There is preliminary work yet to do, in softening up the public mind, in
intimidating dissidents, in controlling information more tightly, and in strelgthening
internal policing and security. Meanwhile planning will go forward, and at the
next international crisis (real or factitious) there will be a co-ordinated, univocal,
obllterating "civil defence" bombardment, with All-Party broadcasts, leafleting and
the lelying of volunteers, and with extreme precautions to prevent any dissenting
voices from having more than the most marginal presence.
So that I think that Professor Howard is a little ahead of his times. But the
arguments which Mr Howard has proposed, are, exactly, the arguments most deeply
relevant to the present moment. That is why I have spent all this time in examining
them.
I

have sought, in these pages, to open these arguments up, to show what is inside
them, which premises and what conclusions. I have not been trying to frighten
readers, but to show the consequences to which these arguments lead.
Nor have I been trying to show that Professor Howard is a scandalous and
immoral sort of person. I do not suppose myself to be a more moral sort of person
than he. I think it untikely that he put forward his ghastly scenario with any
feelings of eager anticipation.
And, finally, although I am myself by conviction a socialist, I have not been
grounding my arguments on premises of that kind. I do not suppose that all blame

lies with the ideological malice and predatory drives
although some part of it does.
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of the capitalist "West",

Socialists once supposed, in my youth, that socialist states might commit every
kind of blunder, but the notion that they could go to war with each other, for

ideological or national ends, was unthinkable. We now know better. States which
call themselves "socialist" can go to war with each other, and do. And they can use
means and arguments as bad as those ofthe old imperialist powers.
I have based my arguments on the lagic of the Cold War, or of the "deterrent"
situation itself. We may favour this or that explanation for the o gin of this situation.
But once this situation has arisen, there is a common logic at work in both blocs.
Military technology and military strategy come to impose their own agenda upon
political developments. As lrrd Zuckerman has written: "The decisions which we
make today in the fields of science and technology determine the tactics, then the
strategy, and finally the politjcs of tomorrow".
This is an inter-operative and reciprocal logic, which threatens all, impartially.
If you press me for my own view, then I would hazard that the Russian state is now
the most dangerous in relation to its own people and to the people of its client
states. The rulers of Russia are police-minded and secudty-minded people, itnprisoned within thet own ideology, accustomed to meet argument with repression
and tanks. But the basic postures ofthe Soviet Union seem to me, sti[[, to be those
of siege and aggressive defence; and even the brutal and botching intervention in
Afghanistan appears to have followed upon sensitivity as to United States and
Chinese strategies.

"l can think of no instance in modern history where such a breakdown
of political communication and such a triumph ol unrestrainod military
suspicions as now marks Soviet-American relations has not led, in the €nd,
to almed conflict."
George Kennan, former US Amba$ador to the Soviet Union, and

Profesor Emeritus, Princeton lnstitute of Advanced Studies,
ObsP-tuer, 10

February 198O.

The United States seems to me to be more dangerous and provocative in its
general military and diplomatic strategies, which press around the SoYiet Union
with menacing bases. It is in Washington, rather than in Moscow, that scenarios are
dreamed up for "theatre" wars; and it is in Ameica that the "alchemists" of
superkill, the clever technologists of "advantage" and ultimate weapons, press
forward "rhe politics of lomorrow".
But we need not ground our own actions on a "preference" for one of the other
blocs. This is unrealistic and could be divisive. What is relevant is the logic of
process common to both, reinforcing the ugliest features of each others' societies,
and locking both together in each others' nuclear arms in the same degenerative
d

rift.
What

I

have been contending for, against Professor Howard, is this. First, I have
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shown that the premises which underlie hislefiet arc irrational
Second, I have been concerned throughout with the use of language.

What makes the extinction of civilised life upon ti.is island probable is not
greater propensity for evil than in previous history, but a more formidable
destructive technology, a deformed political process (East and West), and also

a

deformed culture.
The deformation of culture commences within language itself. It makes possible
a disjunctiofl between the rationality and moral sensibility of individual men and
women and the eflective political and military process. A certain kind of.,realist',
and "technical" vocabulary effects a closure which seals out the imagination, and
prevents the reason from following the most manifest sequence of cause and
consequence. It habituates the mind to nuclear holocaust by reducing everything
to a flat level of normality. By habituating us to certain expectations, it not only
encourages resignation it also beckons on the event.
"Human kind cannot bear very much reality". As much of reality as most of us
can bear is what is most proximate to us - our self-interests and our immediate
affections. What threatens our interests what causes us even mental unease is
seen as outside ourselves, as the Other. We can kill thousands because we have first
learned to call them "the enemy". Wars commence in our culture first of all. and
we kill each other in euphemisms and abstractions long before the first mlssiles
a

have been launched.

It has never been true that nuclear war is "unthinkable". It has been thought
and the thought has been put into effect. This was done in 1945. in the name
of allies fighting for the Four Freedoms (although what those Freedoms were I
cannot now recall), and it was done upon two populous cities. [t was done by
professing Christians, when the Western Allies had already defeated the Germans.

and when victory against the Japanese was certain, in the longer or shorter run.
The longer run would have cost some thousands more of Western lives, whereas
the short run (the bomb) would cost the lives only of enemy Asians. This was
perfectly thinkable.It was thought. And action followed on.
What is "unthinkable" is that nuclear war could happen to as. So long as we can
suppose that this war will be inflicted only on rftem, the thought comes easily. And
if we can also suppose that this war will save "our" lives, or serve our self-interest.
or even save us (if we live in California) from the tedium of queueing every other
day for gasoline, then the act can easily follow on. We /!lz& others to death as we
define them as the Other: the enemy: Asians: Marxists: non-people. The deformed
human mind is the ultimate doomsday weapon it is out of the human mind that

and language, and, as we have seen, the deformation of culture is the precedent
condition for nuclear war.
It is therefore proper to ask such persons to resist the contamination of our
culture with those terms which precede the ultimate act. The death of fifteen
millions of fellow citizens ought not to be described as "disagreeable consequences".
A war confined to Europe ought not to be given the euphemisms of "limited" or
"theatre". The development of more deadly weapons, combined with menacing
diplomatic postures and major new political and strategic decisions (the siting of
missiles on our own territory under the control of alien personnel) ought not to be
concealed within the anodyne technological term of "modernisation". The threat
to erase the major cities of Russia and East Europe ought not to trip easily offthe
tongue as "unacceptable damage".
Professor Howard is entitled to hold his opinions and to make these public. But

I

must enter a gentle remonstrance to the members of the University of Oxford
nonetheless. Does this letter, from the Chichele Professor of the History of War.
represent the best thoughts that Oxford can put together at a time when human

culture enters a crisis which may be terminal? I have no doubt that members of that
University hold different opinions. But where, and how often, in the last few
months, have these other voices been heard?
I am thinking, most of all, of that great number of persons who yery much
dislike what is going on in the actual world, but who dislike the vulgarity of exposing
themselves to the business of "politics" even more. They erect both sets of dislikes
around their desks or laboratories like a screen, and get on with their work and
their careers. I am not asking these, or all ofthem, to march around the place or to
spend hours in weary little meetings. I am asking them to examine the deformitles
of our culture and then, in public places, to demur.
I am asking them whether Professor Howard's letter truly represents the voice
of Oxford? And, if it does not, what measures they have taken to let their dissent
be known?

I will

recommend some other forms

of

action, although every person must be
first,I should, in

governed in this by his or her own conscience and aptitudes. But,
fairness to Professor Howard, offer a scenario of my own.

I have come to the view that a general nuclear war is not only possible but
probable, and that its probability is increasing. We may indeed be approaching a
point of no-return when the existing tendency or disposition towards this outcome
becomes irreversible.

the missiles and the neutron warheads come.
For this reason it is necessary to enter a remonstrance against Prot'essor Howard
and those who use his kind of language and adopt his mental postures. He is preparing our minds as launching platforms for exterminating thoughts. The fact that
Soviet ideologists are doing much the same (thinking us to death as ,'imperialists,,
and "capitalists") is no defence. This is oot work proper to scholars.
Academic persons have little influence upon political and military decisions, and
less than they suppose. They do, however, operate within our culture, with ideas

I ground this view upon two considerations, which we may define (to borrow
the terms of our opponents) as "tactical" and "strategic".
By tactical I mean that the political and military conditions for such war exist
now in several parts ol the world; the proliferation of nuclear weapons will continue,
and will be hastened by the export of nuclear energy technology to new markets;
and the rivalry ofthe superpowers is directly inflaming these coflditions.
Such conditions now exist in the Middle East and around the Persian Gulf, will
shortly exist in Africa, while in South-East Asia Russia and China have already
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engaged in wars by proxy with each other, in Cambodia and Vietnam.
Such wars might stop just short of general nuclear war between the superpowers.

And in their aftermath the great powers might be frightened into better behaviour
for a few years. But so long as this behaviour rested on nothing more than mutual
fear, then military technology would continue to be refined, more hideous weapons
would be invented, and the opposing giants would enlarge their control over client
states. The strategic pressures towards confrontation will continue to grow.
T\ese strategic considerations are the gravest of the two. They rest upon a
historical view of power and of the social process, rather than upon the instant
analysis of the commentator on events.
In this view it is a superficial judgement, and a dangerous error, to suppose that

deterrence "has worked". Very possibly it may have worked, at this or that
moment, in preventing recourse to war. But in its very mode ofworking, and in its
"postures", it has brought on a series of consequences within its host societies.
"Deterrence" is not a stationary state, it is a degenerative state. Deterrence
has repressed the export of violence towards the opposing bloc, but in doing
so t}le repressed power of the state has turned back upon its own author. The
repressed violence has backed up, and has worked its way back into the economy,
the polity, the ideology and the culture of the opposing powers. This is the deep
structure of the Cold War.
The logic of this deep structure of mutual fear was clearly identified by William
Blake in his "Song ofExperience", The Hwnan Abstract.

"The MX missile will be the most expensive weapon eveJ produced - some
estimates run as high as $100 billion to deploy 200 missiles. Building its 'race
track' bases will involve the largest construction proiest in US history . . .
More than 20,000 square miles may be involved for this system . . . in the
sparsely inhabited states of Utah and Nevada. Some 10,000 miles of heavy
duty roadway will be required, and perhaps 5,000 additional miles of road
. . . The MX will thus require the biggest construstion proiect in the nation's
history, bigger than the Panama Canal and much bigger than the Alaskan
pipeline."

And mutual fear brings peace;

Till the selfish loves

increase.
Then Cruelty knits a snare,
And spreads his baits with care . .

The menace of nuclear war reaches far back into the economies of both parties,
dictating priorities, and awarding power. Here, in failing economies, will be found
the most secure ald vigorous sectors, tapping the most advanced technological
skills of both opposed societies and diverting these away from peaceful and productive employment or from elforts to close the great gap between the world's north
and south. Here also will be found the driving rationale for expansionist prograrnmes
in unsafe nuclear energy, programmes which cohabit comfortably with military
nuclear technology whereas the urgent research into safe energy supplies from sun,
wind or wave are neglected because they have no military pay-off. Here, in this
bu(geoning sector. wlll be found the new expansionist driye for "markets" for arms,
as "capitalist" and "socialist" powers compete to feed into the Middle East, Africa
and Asia more sophisticated means of kill.

Herbert Scoville, Jr., "America's Greatest Construction: Can lt Work?".
New York Review of Books.20 March l98O-

.

Soon spieads the dismal shade

Of Mystery over his head;
And the Catterpiller and Fly
Feed on the Mystery.

has become normal, and minds have been habituated to the vocabulary of mutual
extermination. And within this normality, hideous cultural abnormalities have been
nurtured and are growing to full girth.

The menace of this stagnant state of violence backs up also into the polity of
both halves of the world. Permanent threat and periodic crisis press the men ofthe
military-industrial interests, by diflering routes in each society, towards the top.
Crisis legitimates the enlargement of the security functions of the state, the intimidation of internal dissent, and the imposition of secrecy and the control of information. As the "natural" lines of social and political development are repressed,
and alfirmative perspectives are closed, so internal politics collapses into squabbling
interest-groups, all of which interests are subordinated to the overarching interests
of the state ofperpetual threat.
A1l this may be readily observed. It may be observed even in failing Britain,
acr oss whose territory are now scattered the bases, airfields, camps, research stations,
submarine depots, comnrunications-interception stations, radar screens, security
and intelligence HQ, munitions works secure and expanding employment in an
economic clinrate of radical insecurity.
What we cannot observe so well - for we ourselves are the object which must be
observed is the nunner in which three decades of "deterrence", of mutual fear,
nryslery. and state-endorsed stagnt nt hostility, have backed up into our culture and
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And it bears the fruit of Deceit,
Ruddy and sweet to eat;
And the RaYen his nest has made
In its thickest shade.

peace of "mutual fear" enforces opposing self-interests, affords
room for "Cruelty" to work, engenders "Mystery" and its parasites, brings to lruit
the "postures" ofDeceit, and the death-foreboding Raven hides within the Mystery.
Within the Iogic of "deterrence", millions are now employed in the armed
services, secudty organs and military eaonomy oI the opposing blocs, and corresponding interests exert irnrnense influence within the counsels of the great powers.
Mystery envelops the operation of the technological "alchemists". "Deterrence"

In this logic, the

our ideology. Information has been numbed,language and values have been fouled,
by the postures and expectations of the "deterrent" state. But' this is matter for a
close and scrupulous enquiry.

These, then, are among the strategic considerations which lead me to the yiew
that the probability of great power nuclear warfare is strong and increasing. I do
not argue from this local episode or that: what happened yesterday in Afghanistan

and what is happening now in Pakistan or North Yemen. I argue from a general and
sustained historical process, an accumulative logic, of a kind made lamiliar to me in
the study of history. The episodes lead in this direction or that, but the general
logic of process is always towards nuclear war.
The local crises are survived, and it seems as if the decisive moment either of
war or of peace-making and reconciliation has been postponed and pushed
forward into the future. But what has been pushed forward is always worse_ Both
parties change for the worse. The weapons are more terrible, the means lor their
delivery more clever. The notion that a war might be fought to "advantage", that it
might be "won", gains ground. George Bush, the aspirant President of the United
States, tries it out in election speeches. There is even a tremour of excitement in
our culture as though, subconsciously, human kind has lived with the notion for so
long that expectations without actions have become boring. The human mind, even
whefl it resists, assents more easily to its own defeat. All moves on its degenerative
cou6e, as if the outcome of clvilisatlon was as determined as the outcom€ of this
sentence: in a full stop.

I

am reluctant to accept that this determinism is absolute. But if my arguments are
cofiect, then we cannot put off the matter any longer. We must throw whatever
resources still exist in human culture across the path ofthis degenerative logic. We
must protest if we are to survive. hotest is the only realistic form of civil defence.
We must generate an alternative logic, an opposition at every level of society.
This opposition must be international and it must win the support of multitudes.
It must bring its influence to bear upon the rulers ofthe world. It must act, in very
different conditions, within each national state; and, on occasion, it must directly
confront its own national state apparatus.
There will shortly be issued, through the Bertrard Russell Peace Foundation,
an All-European Appeal for European Nuclear Disarmament. The objective of this
will be the establishment of an expanding zone in Europe freed from
nuclear weapons, air and submarine bases, etc. We aim to expel these weapons from
the soil and waters of both East and West Europe, and to press the missiles, in the
first place, back to the Urals and to the Atlantic ocear.
The tactics of this campaign will be both national and international.
In the national context, each national peace movement will proceed directly to
contest the nuclear weapons deployed by its own state, or by NATO or Warsaw
Treaty obligations upon its own soil. lts aations will not be qualified by any notion
of diplomatic bargaining. lts opposition to the use of nuclear weapons by its own
state will be absolute. Its demands upon its own state for disarmament will be
unilateral.

Appeal
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ln the international, and especially in the European, context, each national
movement wiil exchange information and delegations, will support and challenge
each other. The movenent will encourage a European consciousness, in common
combat for survival, fostering infonnal communication at every level, and disregarding national considerations of interest or "security".
It is evident that this logic will develop unevenly. The national movements will
not grow at the same pace, nor be able to express themselves in identical ways.
Each success of a unilateral kind
- by Holland in refusing NATO cruise missiles or
by Ronrania or Poland in distancing themselves from Soviet strategies will be met
with an outcry that it serves the advantage of one or other bloc.
This outcry must be disregarded. It cannot be expected that initiatives on one
side

will be met with instant reciprocation from the other. Very certainly,

the

strategists of both blocs will seek to turn the movement to their own advantage.
The logic of peace-making will be as uneven, and as fraught with emergencies and
contingencies, as the logic which leads on to war.
In particular, the movement in West and East Europe will find very different
expression. In the West we envisage popular movements engaged in a direct contest
with the policies of their own national states. At first, Soviet ideologues may look
benignly upon this, looking forward to a weakening of NATO preparations which
are matched by no actions larger than ,.peace-loving,,rhetoric from the East.
But we are confident that our strategy can turn this rhetoric into acts. In Eastern
Europe there are profound pressures lor peace, for greater democracy and international exchange, and for relief fiom the heaty burden of siege economies. For a
time these pressures may be contained by the repressive measures of national
and Soviet security services. Only a few courageous dissidents will, in the first place,
be able to take an open part in our common work.
Yet to the degrce that the peace movement in the West can be seen to be effective,
it will afford suppoft and protection to our allies in Eastern Europe and the Soviet
Union. It will provide those conditions of relaxation of tension which will weaken
the rationale and legitimacy of repressive state measures, and will allow the pressures
lor democracy and detelte to assert themselves in more active and open ways.
Moreover. as an intrinsic part of the European campaign, the demand for an opening
of the societies of the East to information, free communication and expression, and
exchange of delegations to take part in the common work will be pressed on every
occasion. And it will not only be "pressed" as rhetoric. We are going to find devices
which will symbolise that pressure and dramatise that debate.
Against the strategy which envisages Europe as a "theatre" of ,,limited,, nuclear
warfare, we propose to make in Europe a theatre of peace. This will not, even if we
succeed, rernove the danger ofconfrontation in non-European theatres. lt offers, at
the least. a small hope of European survival. It could offer more. For if the logic of
nuclear strategy reaches back into the organisation and ideologies of the superpowers themselves. so the logic of peace-making might reach back also, enforcing
alternative strategies. alternative ideologies. European nuclear disarmament would
favour the conditions for international detente.
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to Britain there is no need to doubt what must be done to protest and survive.
We must detach ourselves from the nuclear strategies of NATO and dispense
with the expensive and futile imperial toy of an "independent" deterrent (Polaris).
We must close down those airfields and bases which already serve aircraft and
submarines on nuclear missions. And we must contest every stage of the attempt
to import United States cruise missiles onto our soil.
Although we know that 164 cruise missiles are planned to be sited in Britain by
1982, I4r Pym (as we have seen) is still waiting for a United States officer to tell
him where they will be sited. Official leaks suggest that the major bases for the
operation will be at [akenheath in Suffolk, at Upper Heyford in Oxfordshire, and
possibly at Sculthorpe (Norfolk).
Whether they are permanently sited at these spots, or dragged around on mobile
As

platforms in "emergency" to subsidiary

bases (as

at Fairford or Greenham Common),

we can be sure that there will be a permanent infra-structure of buildings and
communications devices, wire and ferocious guard dogs. It should be easy to find
out what is going on. As a matter of course, in a question of national survival, any
responsible and patriotic citizen should pass his knowledge of these matters on,
whether they call it an "official secret" or not. How can a question which may
decide whether one's children live or not be anyone's official secret?
There will also be a flury of preparations, such as road-building and the strengthening ofculverts. As Mr Churchill noted in parliament, the transporters for Pershing
missiles weigh 80 tons, and are healy enough to crush 90 per cent of the German
road network. A1l this they will have to attend to, and there will be time not only
for us to find it out but also to do our best to bring it to a stop.
The first necessity of Protect and Sumive is to contest the importation of these
foul and menacing weapons, which arc at one and the same time weapons of
aggression and invitations for retaliatory attack. In the course of this, there must be
great public manifestations and direct contestations - peacefully and responsibly
conducted - of several kinds. We must also take pains to discuss the question with
the United States personnel manning these bases. We must explain to these that we
wish them to go home, but that they are welcome to return to this country, as
Yisitors, in any other role.
As it happens, these major bases are to be placed in proximity to the ancient
universities of Oxford and Cambridge, and it seems to me that there is useful work
to be done from these old bases of European civilisation. There will be work of
research, of publication, and also work ofconscience, all of which are very suitable

for scholars.
Upper Heyford is a lbw miles out of Oxford on the Kidlington road (A43):
take the left fork by Weston-on-the-Green, and then turn left again at Stone. The
fellows of Cambridge who wish to inspect their fiendly neighbourhood base at
Lakenheath must drive a little further. One route would be on the Al0 through
Ely to Uttleport, then turn right on the A1101 and wiggle across that flat fenny
land alongside the Uttle Ouse. Gum boots should be taken.
Oxford and Cambridge, then, are privileged to initiate this campaign: to plot out

the ground: and to recommend which

measures may be most effective. But they
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rnay be assured that thousands of their neighbours can be brought to take a share in
the work. Ald there are plenty of other places which will need visiting, alongside
the general work of education, penuasion and creating a sharp political weather
through which the politicians will have to sail. Our aim must be to ensure that, by
1982, any politician who still has a cruise missile on board will fear to put out to
sea at all.
As for the international work, this is in hand, and I hope that betbre the summer
is out we will receive ncws from and exchange delegations with
- the movement
in other nations. The Dutch already have a start on us. They are, in a sense, the
lbunders of this movement. Their torchlight processions were out in force last
November, in Amsterdam, Heerlen, Groningen and Utrecht; and an alliance of leftwing organisations and of the Dutch Council of Churches proved to be strong
enough, in December, to defeat the government and to enforce a postponement of
the Dutch decision on cruise missiles. ln Belgium also there is a movement, and in
West Germany ihe "green" movement against nuclear power is looking in the same
direction. Indeed, a movement is astir already in West Europe, and only Britain, the
first home of CND, has been yawning on its way to Armageddon.
A final, and important, consideration is that this European work need not wait
upon goremments, nor should it all be routed through centralised organisations. What
is required, and what is now immediately possible and practlcable,is a loteral strategy.
lndeed, this strategy, even more than the conventionally "political", is the most
appropriate for exchanges between Western and Eastern Europe. Any eisting
organisation, institution, or even individual, can look out for any opposite number
and get on with the work. Universities and colleges or groups within these can
cornmence to exchange ideas and visits with colleagues in Warsaw, Kiev or Budapest.
Students can travel to Poland or to Prague. Trade unionists, women's organisations,
members of professions, churches, practitioners of Esperanto or of chess any and
every kind of more specialised group can urge, along with their more particular
cornmon interests, the gencral common interest in European Nuclear Disarmament.
Before long, if we gel going, we will be crossing frontiers, exchanging theatre and
songs, busting open bureaucratic doors, making the tel€phone-tappers spin in their
hideaways as the exchanges jam with official secrets, and breaking up the old
stoney Stalinist reflexcs of the East by forcing open debate and dialogue, not on
the[ mendacious "peaceJoving" agendas but on ours, and yet in ways that cannot
possibly be outlawed as agcncies of the imperialist West. If we have to do so, then
we must be ready to inspcct each others'jails. We must act as if we are, already,
citizens of Europe.
It would be nicer to have a quiet lif'e. But they are not going to let us have that.
[[we wish to survive, we nlust protest.
The acronym of liuropean Nuclear Disarmament is END. I have explained why I
think that the argumer)ts of Professor Howard are hastening us towards a different
end. I have outlined the decp structure of deterrence, and diagnosed its outcome as
terminal. I can sec no way of preventing this outcome but by immediate actions
throughout Europe, which generate a counter-logic ofnuclear disarrnament.
Which end is it to be?

i you _wish to help $,ith th. Btitish Campaign contact Campaign for Nuctear Disarmdnent, 29
Grcat James Street, krn.lon trclN 3Ey. If lou can hetp \;nth ie European Cdntpaisn, ;ite
,fi"ur.L|iff, Russett Peacc Foundation, Bertrand
Russeit House, Gambie street, 'No"ttiigham

